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Phobos - Steve Alten 2012-09-25
Immanuel Gabriel encounters his deceased grandfather as he attempts to investigate the end of the world,
predicted by Mayan prophecy to occur in 2012, and learns dark secrets about human history.
Extinct - Charles Wilson 1997-05-15
From the Gulf of Mexico's shallow waters to the deepest parts of the Pacific, terror comes to the surface
when six-year-old Paul Haines sees two older boys disappear under the surf. His mother, Carolyn, a charter
boat captain on the Mississippi Gulf Coast, finds herself embroiled in the tragedy to an extent she could
never have imagined. Soon to be an NBC miniseries.
Sharkman - Steve Alten 2014-10-07
Kwan Wilson was a high school basketball star living in San Diego when a tragic accident changed his life
in ways no one could predict. He only looked at his phone for a few seconds, but that was all the time it
took to crash his car into a telephone pole, the impact killing his mother while severing his spinal cord and
paralyzing him from the waist down. After the accident his father, Admiral Douglas Wilson, sends him away
to live with his maternal grandmother in South Florida. Kwan’s new principal, anticipating his depression
and isolation, tells him about an internship working at a genetics lab in Miami that’s testing shark stem
cells on rats in an effort to cure cancer and repair spinal injuries. Kwan declines—until he learns the
beautiful Anya Patel is an intern at the lab. The good news is that the stem cells are curing their rat
subjects; the bad news is it alters their DNA so much it kills them. When a promising breakthrough is made,
Kwan risks his life and injects himself with the experimental stem cells—altering his destiny and the lives of
millions in the process.
Terminum - Lyla El-Fayomi 2020-04-17
An experimental virus that randomly ceases the aging process is accidentally released, throwing the world
into chaos. What's worse is that the genetic changes caused by the virus sometimes resulted in a lethal side
effect: Sudden Death Syndrome (SDS). Many years after the world has come to terms with the new state of
things, Yasmine Holloway and Leo Genix - whose lives have been riddled with peculiar tragedies - find a
cure for SDS; however, their cure also reverts the aging process to its normal state. The powers that be
weave Yasmine and Leo into a web of conspiracy, unwilling to let go of immortality and control. The
scientists are driven underground, where a network of hackers aid in their efforts to deliver a cure to the
world before time runs out. For more, including exclusive blog posts by the author, visit us online at
https://www.terminumseries.com/
MEG: Nightstalkers - Steve Alten 2016-06-14
In this fifth installment of the New York Times bestselling MEG series, Nighstalkers picks up where MEG:
Hell's Aquarium left off. Bela and Lizzy, the dominant Megalodon siblings from Angel's brood, have escaped
the Tanaka Institute to roam the Salish Sea in British Columbia. While Jonas Taylor and his friend Mac
attempt to either recapture or kill the "sisters," Jonas's son, David, embarks on his own adventure,
motivated by revenge. Having witnessed his girlfriend's gruesome death, David has joined a Dubai Prince's
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ocean expedition, tracking the 120-foot, hundred-ton Liopleurodon that escaped from the Panthalassa Sea.
Haunted by night terrors, David repeatedly risks his life to lure the Lio and other prehistoric sea creatures
into the fleet's nets, while battling his own suicidal demons. Steve Alten weaves these storylines together in
a page-turning thriller that culminates in a final showdown between the most dangerous predators ever to
inhabit the planet. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Beast Master's Ark - Andre Norton 2003-07-13
On a mission to collect and dispense genetic material to preserve endangered species, Tani arrives on Arzor
and joins forces with Beast Master Hosteen Storm to save the planet from a terrifying force as she begins to
realize her own talents.
Grim Reaper: End of Days - Steve Alten 2011-08-30
Inspired by Dante's "Divine Comedy," Alten, the "New York Times"-bestselling author of "MEG," returns
with an engaging thriller that draws parallels between the corruption in Europe preceding the Black Death
and today's situation. Available in a tall Premium Edition.
Meg - Steve Alten 2018-08
MEG: The Graphic Novel A beautifully illustrated graphic novel based on New York Times bestselling
author Steve Alten's novel and Soon to Be a Major Motion Picture directed by Jon Turteltaub and starring
Jason Statham as Jonas Taylor. Once a Navy deep-sea submersible pilot, now a marine paleontologist, Dr.
Jonas Taylor is convinced that a remnant population of Carcharodon Megalodon--prehistoric sharks growing
up to 70 feet long, that subsisted on whales--lurks at the bottom of the Mariana Trench. When offered the
opportunity to return to those crushing depths in search of the MEG, Taylor leaps at the chance... but the
quest for scientific knowledge (and personal vindication) becomes a desperate fight for survival, when the
most vicious predator that the earth has ever known is freed to once-again hunt the surface. This graphic
novel is illustrated by super star artist Mike S. Miller, artist of George R.R. Martin's Game of Thrones
prequel "The Hedge Knight" graphic novel and the number 1 bestselling digital comic series, DC Comics
"Inhumans."
There Is No Dog - Meg Rosoff 2012-01-24
What if God were a teenaged boy? In the beginning, Bob created the heavens and the earth and the beasts
of the field and the creatures of the sea, and twenty-five million other species (including lots of cute girls).
But mostly he prefers eating junk food and leaving his dirty clothes in a heap at the side of his bed. Every
time he falls in love, Earth erupts in natural disasters, and it's usually Bob's beleaguered assistant, Mr. B.,
who is left cleaning up the mess. So humankind is going to be very sorry indeed that Bob ever ran into a
beautiful, completely irresistible girl called Lucy . . .
String Follow - Simon Jacobs 2022-02-01
"A work of evil genius that put me in a literal trance and didn't relinquish me until the final page. I loved
every insidious second.” —Mona Awad, author of Bunny A darkly comic suburban Gothic about a malevolent
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force that targets a group of Ohio misfits, harnessing their angst for its sinister designs. Something strange
is happening to the teens in Adena, Ohio. A mysterious force is seeking inroads: vulnerabilities to exploit,
friendships to hijack, untapped rage to harness toward its own ends. Who will serve it best? Claire is
abrasive and aimless, embarrassed by her privilege. Weak-willed David entertains fantasies of cultish
orgies, while Tyler covertly takes up residence in his basement. Greg wages war on the voices in his head,
while his sister Beth quietly, furiously unravels. And at the center is the empathetic, naive Sarah. The force
wants her most of all. But will she be the key to its success or its destruction? Eerie, hypnotic, and shot
through with dark comedy, String Follow is a razor-sharp suburban gothic that exposes the sweating,
bleeding truth of how kids become adults in twenty-first-century America. Simon Jacobs blends the
startlingly original and the uncannily familiar, revealing the dark chaos that lurks beneath the surface of
Midwestern suburbia.
Vostok - Steve Alten 2016-05-03
East Antarctica: The coldest, most desolate location on Earth. Two-and-a-half miles below the ice cap is
Vostok, a six thousand square mile liquid lake, over a thousand feet deep, left untouched for more than
fifteen million years. Now, marine biologist Zachary Wallace and two other scientists aboard a submersible
tethered to a laser will journey 13,000 feet beneath the ice into this unexplored realm to discover Mesozoic
life forms long believed extinct--and an object of immense power responsible for the evolution of modern
man. In this sequel to The Loch and prequel to MEG: Nightstalkers, New York Times bestselling author
Steve Alten offers readers a crossover novel that combines characters from two of his most popular series.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
MEG: Purgatory - Steve Alten 2021-07-27
Jonas Taylor returns in the latest entry in the bestselling MEG series. Having managed to contain the
liopleurodon and captured the megalodon in the Arabian Sea, Jonas soon discovers that there are even
more creatures lurking in the deep waters of the world.
The First to Lie - Hank Phillippi Ryan 2020-08-04
USA TODAY BESTSELLER! Bestselling and award-winning author and investigative reporter Hank Phillippi
Ryan delivers another twisty, thrilling, cat and mouse novel of suspense that will have you guessing, and
second-guessing, and then gasping with surprise. We all have our reasons for being who we are—but what
if being someone else could get you what you want? After a devastating betrayal, a young woman sets off
on an obsessive path to justice, no matter what dark family secrets are revealed. What she doesn’t know is
that she isn’t the only one plotting her revenge. An affluent daughter of privilege. A glamorous manipulative
wannabe. A determined reporter, in too deep. A grieving widow who must choose her new reality. Who will
be the first to lie? And when the stakes are life and death, do a few lies really matter? At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Ways to Hide in Winter - Sarah St.Vincent 2018-11-06
Winner of the 2019 Pinckley Prize for Debut Novel "[An] atmospheric suspense novel . . . Pick it up now."
—O, THE OPRAH MAGAZINE In the wintery silences of Pennsylvania’s Blue Ridge Mountains, a woman
befriends a mysterious foreigner—setting in motion this suspenseful, atmospheric, politically charged debut
After surviving a life-altering accident at twenty-two, Kathleen recuperates by retreating to a remote
campground lodge in a state park, where she works flipping burgers for deer hunters and hikers—happy,
she insists, to be left alone. But when a hesitant, heavily accented stranger appears in the dead of
winter—seemingly out of nowhere, kicking snow from his flimsy dress shoes—the wary Kathleen is
intrigued, despite herself. He says he’s a student from Uzbekistan. To her he seems shell-shocked, clearly
hiding from something that terrifies him. And as she becomes absorbed in his secrets, she’s forced to
confront her own—even as her awareness of being in danger grows . . . Steeped in the rugged beauty of the
Blue Ridge Mountains, with America’s war on terror raging in the background, Sarah St.Vincent’s Ways to
Hide in Winter is a powerful story about violence and redemption, betrayal and empathy . . . and how we
reconcile the unforgivable in those we love.
Dark Associations - Marie Sutro 2017-01-10
Young Women are Dying Following the discovery of her protégé's mutilated corpse, SFPD Detective Kate
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Barnes vows to capture the infamous serial killer known as The Tower Torturer. Famous for revisiting
history's darkest forms of cruelty on his victims, the sick psychopath has emerged from the shadows after
years of silence.They are Being Tortured and KilledAs young women close to Kate disappear, the killer
taunts the detective, torturing his victims in various and unspeakable ways before displaying their corpses
in macabre public tableaus. Despite her best efforts, the predator always seems to be two moves ahead of
the rookie investigator.In a Deadly Game of Dark AssociationsAs the body count rises, Kate struggles to
apprehend the brutal mastermind before he resurrects history's most insidious form of torture upon her.
MEG: Hell's Aquarium - Steve Alten 2021-05-11
New York Times bestselling author Steve Alten's Meg: Hell's Aquarium continues his thrilling action
adventure series--the basis for the feature film The Meg, starring Jason Statham as Jonas Taylor. The most
fearsome predators in history...are no longer history. The Philippine Sea Plate: The most unexplored realm
on the planet. Hidden beneath its primordial crust lies the remains of the Panthalassa, an ocean that dates
back 220 million years. Vast and isolated, the Panthalassa is inhabited by nightmarish sea creatures long
believed extinct. Tanaka Institute, Monterey, CA: Four years have passed since Angel, the 76-foot, 100,000
pound Megalodon, birthed a litter of pups far too numerous and aggressive to keep in one pen. Fortunately,
a Dubai royal prince who is building the largest aquarium in the world seeks to purchase two of the
"runts"—if Jonas Taylor's twenty-one year-old son, David, will be their handler. Jonas reluctantly agrees,
and David is off to Dubai for the summer of his life, not realizing that he is being set up to lead an
expedition that will hunt down and capture the most dangerous creatures ever to inhabit the Earth! At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Titanoboa - Jack Brody 2019-09-04
SOMETHING IS LURKING IN THE WATER... On the small island of Kalou, Fiji, a rash of disappearances
has the local police stumped. Men, women and children seem to disappear without a trace. Mark Whittaker
is the island's sole private investigator. A former LAPD detective who moved to the island to get away from
the violence of the city, he's now thrust into the middle of the disappearances when he's hired to find the
brother of a mysterious client. As Mark digs into the disappearances, he discovers that something sinister
and ancient has been awakened on the island. Something that kills without pity or remorse. And he fears
his once island dream is about to be turned into a nightmare.
Dark Rising - Greig Beck 2011-08-02
When a massive amount of gamma radiation is detected somewhere beneath the desert of Iran, the world is
on edge. Is it a nuclear weapon—or worse? Alex Hunter and his highly trained incursion team is on a
mission to find out. When they arrive at the ruins of Persepolis, they find an underground facility but no lab,
no weapons, no scientists—not even radiation. A black hole has taken everything... Meanwhile, Iran is
preparing for the return of the prophet. Israel is threatening nuclear war. And the details about Alex's
special U.S. military venture—code name: Arcadian—have been stolen. Then another gamma spike is
detected...and someone, or something, is draining the fluids from the bodies of Iranian soldiers in the
desert. Now it's up to Alex to follow the traces of radiation all the way to the ancient caves of Arak, where
he'll come face to face with a creature from his darkest nightmares. Is it game-over for Alex and his team?
Or are greater forces at work as the world reaches its natural end—and mankind casts its final judgment?
Goliath - Steve Alten 2003-07-13
The world is threatened by Goliath, a mysterious, high-tech nuclear submarine that is virtually undectable
underwater and is powered by a bio-chemical computer brain capable of learning and developing its own
agenda for all humankind. By the author of Meg: A Novel of Deep Terror. Reprint.
Meg: Origins - Steve Alten 2011-08-23
Commander Jonas Taylor is tasked with piloting the US Navy's most advanced submersible, the DSV Sea
Cliff, to the bottom of Challenger Deep — 36,000 feet below the surface — into what is very much an
undiscovered country. What he finds there — a remnant population of luminous, prehistoric Megalodons —
will change the course of the rest of his life. In this prequel to his New York Times Bestseller, Meg: A Novel
of Deep Terror, Alten sets the stage for the popular suspense series to follow. Fans of Meg will find it a
must for offering insight into key characters' backstories, but the novella-length work also stands alone as a
bite-sized tale of deep-sea suspense.
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The Meg - Steve Alten 2018-07
Read the book that inspired the BLOCKBUSTER MOVIE starring Jason Statham, Li Bingbing, Rainn Wilson,
Ruby Rose, Winston Chao, and Cliff Curtis! Seven years ago, and seven miles below the surface of the
Pacific Ocean, Dr. Jonas Taylor encountered something that changed the course of his life. Once a Navy
deep-sea submersible pilot, now a marine paleontologist, Taylor is convinced that a remnant population of
Carcharodon megalodon -- prehistoric sharks growing up to 70 feet long, that subsisted on whales -- lurks
at the bottom of the Mariana Trench. When offered the opportunity to return to those crushing depths in
search of the Megs, Taylor leaps at the chance... but the quest for scientific knowledge (and personal
vindication) becomes a desperate fight for survival, when the most vicious predator that the earth has ever
known is freed to once-again hunt the surface.
MEG: Primal Waters - Steve Alten 2007-04-01
New York Times bestselling author Steve Alten's Meg: Primal Waters continues his thrilling action
adventure series--the basis for the feature film The Meg, starring Jason Statham as Jonas Taylor. Eighteen
years have passed since Angel, the Megalodon shark broke free of the Tanaka Lagoon and returned to the
Mariana Trench. Meanwhile, Jonas Taylor-adventurer, has become Jonas Taylor, middle-aged father of two,
overwhelmed by mountains of bills and the daily strife of raising a family. But life is about to change. A
Hollywood television producer wants Jonah to join his new survival series: Daredevils. For the next six
weeks, two teams of crazy daredevils on a South Pacific Ocean voyage on-board a replica of a Spanish
Galleon will try to outperform one another in front of the cameras. Jonas needs the money, and the job
seems easy enough-doing color commentary. But behind the scenes, someone else is pulling the strings.
And before it's over, Jonas, Terry, and Mac will again come face to face with the most dangerous creatures
ever to stalk the Earth. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Trench - Steve Alten 2019-04-02
Master of suspense Steve Alten always takes readers to the edge with his non-stop, adrenaline-charged
novels. Now, in The Trench, Alten shows just how deep fear can run when you don’t know what lurks
beneath the surface... Its appetite is ravenous. Its teeth, scalpel-sharp. For the first time, the captive
twenty-ton Megalodon shark has tasted human blood, and it wants more... On the other side of the world, in
the silent depths of the ocean, lies the Marianas Trench, where the Megalodon has spawned since the dawn
of time. Paleobiologist Jonas Taylor once dared to enter this perilous cavern. He alone faced a Megalodon
shark and cut its heart out. Now, as the body count rises and the horror of a monster’s attack grips the
California coast, Jonas must begin the hunt again, and return to the waking nightmare of... THE TRENCH
“A fast-paced thriller with many plot twists.” —Booklist “A nail-biting summer read.” —Kirkus Reviews
The Loch - Steve Alten 2010-08-03
Marine biologist Zachary Wallace once suffered a near-drowning experience in legendary Loch Ness, and
now, long-forgotten memories of that experience have begun haunting him. The truth surrounding these
memories lies with Zachary's estranged father, Angus Wallace, a wily Highlander on trial for murder.
Together the two plunge into a world where the legend of Loch Ness shows its true face. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
MEG: Generations - Steve Alten 2020-07-21
In MEG: Generations, Steve Alten New York Times bestselling author continues his terrifying series. MEG:
GENERATIONS opens where MEG: NIGHTSTALKERS left off. The Liopleurodon offspring has been moved
to a holding tank aboard the Dubai-Land transport ship, Tonga for its journey to the Middle East. While the
Crown Prince’s investors gawk at the creature, below deck in the tanker’s hold, another captured beast is
awakened from its drug-induced state and goes on a rampage. The vessel sinks, the Lio escapes At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Mayan Destiny - Steve Alten 2012-02-16
It is 2047: fourteen years since Jacob Gabriel descended into the Mayan netherworld, while his twin brother
turned from their chosen path, opting to remain behind. Immanuel Gabriel - still running from the forces
that hunt his bloodline - believes his actions proved his role in the Mayan prophecy to be nothing but an
ancient myth. Now, though, he will realize his mistake. As the prophecy begins to repeat itself and mankind
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once again faces annihilation, Immanuel learns there was only ever one person with the power to end the
cycle of destruction: himself.
Undisclosed - Steve Alten 2017-05-07
A veteran of the Iraq war is appointed Under Secretary of Defense in order to penetrate a secret
government purposely black-shelving zero-point-energy, a clean, abundant energy source reverseengineered from downed UFOs. Are Extraterrestrials and UFOs real? Are there secret subterranean
military bases hiding advanced technologies that date back to the incident at Roswell? Is there a False Flag
in the works intended to wipe out billions? Steve Alten's UNDISCLOSED is a mind-opening thriller of
"faction" which incorporates testimonials from military and intelligence personnel who were actual
eyewitnesses and participants involved in the greatest secret in history.
The Trench - Steve Alten 2023-06-27
For the first time, the pre-historic Megalodon shark has tasted human blood and now wants more. A paleobiologist must enter the perilous cavern that spawned the Megalodon to kill the monster before it attacks
the California coast. "A nail-biting summer read".--"Kirkus Reviews".
Domain - Steve Alten 2010-04-01
A beautiful psychologist must help the son of an infamous archaeologist escape a mental asylum in order to
resolve the 2,000 year old Mayan Calendar's prophesy of Doom and save humanity. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Shell Game - Steve Alten 2017
September Eleventh . . . war in Iraq . . . turmoil in the Middle East . . . an impending war with Iran. They
have one thing in common: oil. And the world is running out. The Shell Game is a thrilling novel that faces
the end of oil and the next big attack on American soil. This fictional tale resonates with chilling facts from
real-life informants in the oil industry and the U.S. government, piecing together the terrifying truth about
a nation addicted to oil. The tale opens in 2007 as the CIA plans a nuclear attack on an American city,
blaming the deaths of millions of Americans on Iran and inciting a retaliatory strike that will place the U.S.
in control of Iran's oil resources. Five years later, petroleum geologist Ashley "Ace" Futrell discovers that
the world's oil supply is rapidly nearing its end. When his wife—a former national security advisor—is
suddenly murdered, Ace finds himself hurtling down a rabbit's hole that leads to the brink of World War III.
MEG: A Novel of Deep Terror - Steve Alten 2022-06-21
MEG: A Novel of Deep Terror is the book that launched New York Times bestselling author Steve Alten's
franchise and inspired an international blockbuster starring Jason Statham. Seven years ago and seven
miles below the surface of the Pacific Ocean, Dr. Jonas Taylor encountered something that changed the
course of his life. Once a Navy deep-sea submersible pilot, now a marine paleontologist, Taylor is convinced
that a remnant population of Carcharodon megalodon—prehistoric sharks growing up to 70 feet long, that
subsisted on whales—lurks at the bottom of the Mariana Trench. Offered the opportunity to return to those
crushing depths in search of the Megs, Taylor leaps at the chance...but his quest for scientific knowledge
(and personal vindication) becomes a desperate fight for survival, when the most vicious predator the earth
has ever known is freed to once again hunt the surface. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Anne Frank - Anne Frank 1999-03
The compelling diary of a young girl on the brink of maturity as her life draws to toward its tragic end -- one
of the most moving and vivid documents of the Jewish experience.
Behemoth - Peter Watts 2004-07
In a sequel to the best-selling Starfish and Maelstrom, deep-sea cyborg Lenie Clarke, having discovered
that she helped destroy the world by responding to a lie, finds that she is the only one who can protect the
rifter cyborgs and their corrupt former masters from a dangerous adversary.
Scar - Michael Cole 2020-10-26
Scar is a killing machine. Born from DNA spliced between the extinct Megalodon and modern day Great
White, he has a viciousness that transcends time. His evil is reflected in his eyes, his savagery in his twoinch serrated teeth, his ruthlessness in his trail of death. After escaping captivity, the killer shark travels to
the island community Cross Point, where prey is in abundance. With an insatiable appetite, heightened
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senses, and skin impervious to bullets, Scar kills everything that crosses his path. His reign of terror puts
him at war with the island sheriff, Nick Piatt. With the body count rising, Nick vows to protect his island
community from the vicious threat. With the aid of a marine biologist, a rookie deputy, and a bad-tempered
fisherman, Nick leads a crusade against Scar, as well as the ruthless scientist who created him.
MEG: The Trench - Steve Alten 2017-05-18
Four years after the incident at the Mariana Trench that unleashed a pregnant Megaladon, Jonas Taylor
now houses her one surviving offspring at the Tanaka Institute. Deep in debt, Taylor has turned to an
eccentric billionaire to help keep the institute afloat, but it doesn't come without a price. Drawn into a web
of deceit and lies, plagued by nightmares of his own death, Taylor must once again face frightening
monsters of unimaginable power. Only this time, it's not just the sharks he has to watch out for.
Meg - Steve Alten 1998
Jonas Taylor, a paleontologist and ex-undersea submersible pilot, becomes a reluctant participant in a deepwater mission, an expedition that brings him face to face with the Megalodon, a prehistoric, massive
predator and ancestor of the great white shark
The Omega Project - Steve Alten 2013-08-06
Joining a scientific team originally scheduled to travel to one of Jupiter's moons, tech genius Robert
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Eisenbraun is put into hibernation against his will and awakens on a hostile Earth where he must defeat a
technological adversary of his own making. By the best-selling author of the MEG series. 20,000 first
printing.
Meg - Steve Alten 1997
Jonas Taylor, a paleontologist and ex-undersea submersible pilot, becomes a reluctant participant in a deepwater mission, an expedition that brings him face to face with the Megalodon, a prehistoric, massive
predator and ancestor of the great white shark. A first novel. 250,000 first printing. Tour.
The MEG - Steve Alten 2017-05-18
Resurrection of the MEG books, starring Megalodon, a 75-ft long prehistoric mega shark.
Dead Bait 2 - Steve Alten 2011-03
Dead Bait 2 We're gonna need a bigger boat! Following on from the abomination that was "Dead Bait"
Severed Press bring you more horror tales of the deep including a haunted Ice fishing trip, viscious Mermonkeys, sickening shark attacks, deranged walruses and many more terrors from beneath the surface.
Praise for Dead Bait Amazingly and wonderfully horrific collection of short stories- Dread Central These
graphic and shocking stories will definitely make you think twice about going fishing -Fangoria The most
ingeniously revolting stories that I have ever read. Horrorweb
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